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March 23, 1992

U. S. iluclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Hashington, DC 20555

Reference: Quad Cities Nuclear Power Station
Docket Number 50-254, DPR-29, Unit One

Enclosed is Licensee Event Report (LER) 92-007, Revision 00, for Quad Cities
Nuclear Power Station.

This report is submitt2d in accordance with the requirements of the Code of
federal Regulations, fitle 10, Part 50.73(a)(2)(tv). The Itcensee shall
report any event or condition that resulted in manual or automatic actuation
of any Engineered safety feature.

Respectfully,

COMMONHEALTH EDISON COMPANY

QUAD CITIES HUCLEAR POWER STATION
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MSIMCI:

On. february 28, 1992, Unit One was in the RUN mode at 100 percent of rated core
thermal power. Unit Two was in the REFUEL mode at 0 percent of rated core thermal
power. At 2203 hours, the Control Roca [NA) (CR) isolation dampers (DHP) closed
and the Ch ventilation system (VI) automatically entered the rectrculation mode of
operation due to a high concentration signal frce the chlorine analyzer. An
Emergency Notification System (ENS) phone call was made at 2240 bc " per
10CFR50.72 (b)(2)(ii).

The apparent cause of the event was an inadequate calibration procedure which
allowed the-probe to be calibrated incorrectly, making it susceptible to erratic
behavior. An apparent contributing cause of the event was an--inadequate probe -

filling procedure which allowed salts to build up on the probe tip, also making it
susceptible to erratic behavior.

The immediate corrective actions included dispatching an Equipment Operator (EO) to
the local panels wno verifted that the chlorine analyzer had alarmed and the CR '

.lsolation dampers had closed. Future corrective actions will include revising the
calibration, functional. testing, and filling procedures.

,

This report is being submitted to comply with 10CfR50.73(a)(2)(iv).
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General Electric - Bolling Hater Reactor - 2511 HHt rated core thermal power.

EVIN1_IDENIIIICAIl0H1 Control Room HVAC Venti 1ation !$01ation Due 10 Chlorine
Analyzer Halfunction From An inadecuate Calibration And Probe
filling Procedute.

A. CONDlIl0NS fR10fL10_EVEN11

Unit: One Event Date: February 28, 1992 Event Time: 2203
Reactor Mode: 4 Hode Nane: RUN Power Level: 100%

This report was initiated by Deviation Report D-4-01-92-019.

RUN Hode (4) - In this position the reactor system pressure is at or at,ove 825
psig, and the reactor protection system is energized, with APRH protection and RBH
interlocks in service (excluding the 15% high flux scram).

B. DESCRIE110N OF EVENI:

On februLry 28, 1992, Unit One was in the RUN moh at 100 porcent of rated core
thermal power. Unit Two was in the REFUEL mode at 0 percent of rated core thermal
power. At 2203 hours, the Control Room (NA) (CR) isolation dampers (DMP) closed,
the CR ventilation system [VI) automatically entered the recirculation mode of
operation, and the " Control Room Standby HVAC System Hajor Trouble" alarm (ALH),
G-12, annunciated (ANN) on the 912-1 panel (PL) in the main CR.

An Equipment Orarater (EO) was dispatched to the Toxic Gas Analyzer panel,
1/2 9400-103 and the Standby Heating, Ventilation, and Air Condttioning (liVAC)
local contr, panel, 1/2-9400-105. At the Toxic Gas Analyzer panel, the EO
observed that the chlorine analyzer was indicating 1.15 parts per million (ppm)
chlorine gas concentration and-the "XAL-26 Chlorine Concentrttlon High" light (IL)
wa; lit. He also noted that the " Toxic Gas Analyzer Trouble" and the Toxic Gas
Concentration High". alarms were annunciating on the 1/2-9400-105 panel. The E0
then acknowledged the alarms, verified that the CR isolation dampers had closed as
designed, and placed the-toxic gas sample point selector switch (HS) in position
"C" for the recirculation mode of operation, Concurrently, the main CR notified
the Radiation Protection (RP) and Instrument Maintenanca (IH) departments of the
toxic gas isolation. . RP was asked to sample for chlorine gas at the CR HVAC
outside air-intake. Meanwhile. !H personnel performed a walkdown of the analyzer-
ant, verifled that the chlorine analyzer was providing a high concentration signal
which had caused the isolation dampers to close. Nuclear Work Request (NHR) 098515
was written for lH personnel.to troubleshoot and repair the analyzer,

eVR 62
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At 2232 hours, RP contactul the Shif t Engineer (SD and the main CR to report that
no chlorine gas was detected st the outside air intake, Also at 2232 hours, the
toxic Gas Analyzer was declared inoperable and 005 5750-01, " Control Room
Ventilation Toxic Gas Inoperable Outage Report," was initiated.

At 2240 hours an Emergency Notification System (ENS) phone call was made per
10CFR50.72(b)(2)(tt).

,

On March 10, 1992, a representative from Anacon, Inc. the manufacturer of the
chlorine antlyzer, arrived at the station to assist lH personnel with i

troubleshooting. During troubleshooting, the representative noted that the
chlorine probe tip had a slight tulldup of salts. He commented that this buildup
caused the probe to develop an abnormally high standing output, which could in turn
cause the analyzer to provide false high concentration signals. The representative
suggested that the IH departr'ent revis? QIP 5700-2, "F1111ng Procedure for the
Chlorine Analyzer Probe." This revision should include steps to alternate the
installed probe wtth a probe from the storeroom every time the procedure was

,

performed. This procedure should also include steps to visually inspect and, if
needed, fill the probe that was going to be returned to the storeroom. The
regesentative suggested that implementing these revisions would allow the probe
adequate time to reach equilibrium after being filled because it would not be
returned to service untti the filling procedure was performed again. This longer
equilibrium time after filling would also significantly reduce the chance of salts
building up on the probe tip.

On March 11, 1992, the representative returned to the station to continue
troubleshooting with the IH personnel. During calibration of the chlorine analyzer
using the Dynacalibrator, the representative noticed that the overflow valve on the
back of the Dynacalibrator was procedurally left open. He stated that this was
incorrect because it allowed most of the chlorine gas being used fer calibration to
escape into the room without ever passing over the probe tip. This callbration
method would result in a probe that was calibrated with I ppm of chlorine gas
instead of 5 ppm, taking the probe extremely sensitive. Additionally, this method
would result in operating the probe logic circuitry at the outer limits of its
design range, making the circuitry response very unstable. Both of these results
could cause the probe to produce false high concentration signals very often and in
random patterns. The representative suggested that the IM department revise 015
79-1, " Chlorine Analyzer Calibration Procedure" and QlS 79-2, " Chlorine Analyzer
functional Test Procedure" to include steps to ensure that the overflow valve was

_

closed during calibration and functional testing. When lH personnel performed a
calibration again with the overflow valve closed, the calit' ration that resulted
matched almost identically to the ca:1bration of the probe done at the factory,
The venoor represcntative commented that this is what should occur during a good
calibration.

.
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The March 19, 1992, repairs were completed on the analyzer under NHR Q98515. The
analyzer was declared operabic and QOS 5750-01 was completed at 1020 hours.

C. APPARENT CA15L0f_EYDil:-

.This report is being submitte<i in accordance with 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(tv), which
requires the reporting of eny ewot ')r condition that resCt5 in a manual or
automatic actuation of an Engiraer0d Safety Feature (iSF).,

The apparent cause of the event was an inadequate calibration m :ccdurc inat
allowed the probe to be calibrated incorrectly. This calloret ,n method caused the
probe to become oversensitive. This method also caused the analyzer's logic
circuitry to operate at the outer limits of its design range, making the circuitry
response very unstable.. .

An apparent contributing ause of the event was an inadequate filling procedure
which allowed salts to build up on the probe tip. This salt buildup caused the ,

probe to develop an abnormally high standing output, which in turn could cause the
probe to produce false high concentration signals.

D. SAFETY AN E lS OF EVERI:

The safety significance of the eveh? was minimal. Upon receiving a high chlorine
concentration signal from the Toxit Gas Analyzer, the CR isolation dampers closed
and the CR venti!ation system automatically entered the recirculation mode of
operation. This tystem response was the design response, RP also verified that no
chlorine gas was present at the CR HVAC outside air intake. Therefore, the CR
operators were never in danger of toxic gas overexposure during the event.

E. COBRECILVI_ACILONS:

Thcre were several immediete corrective act-lons taken for the CR ventilation ,

isolation. An E0 was dispatched to the Toxic Gas Analyzer panel and the CR Standby
HVAC local control panel. At the panels, the E0 verified that the chlorine
analyzer was alarming and that the CR isolation dampers had closed as designed.
The EO then placed the toxic gas sample point selector switch in position "C",

Also at this time, RP sampled for and found no chlorine gas at the CR HVAC outside
air intake and IH personnel performed a walkdown of the chlorine analyzer. NWR
Q98515 was written for IM personnel to troubleshoot and repair the analyzer.

' Additional corrective actions included repairing the analyzer under NWR Q98515,
declaring the analyzer operable, and completing 005 5750-01.
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Several future corrective actions will be taken foi this event. The station will
obtain written vendor recommendations on probt care and alternation frequency from
Anacon Inc. (NTS #254200921901), The station will revise 015 79-1, Qls 79-2, and
QIP 5700-2 to ensure that calibrations, functiot.:1 tests, probe fillings, and probe
alternations are perfctmed properly (NTS #2542009201902). Additionally, the
station will investigate the availability of other analyzers that have demonstrated
reliable performance under slmtlai operating conditions (NTS #2542009201903).

f. PREYLOUI._EVIK[11

Drevious events where chlorine analyzer problens were noted are as follows:

1) DVR 04-01-87-014. "Contral Room HVAC Chlorine Monitor Inoperable Due to low
Temperature."

2) DVR 04-01-87-060 (LER 87-013), " Control Room Ventilation isolation Due to
Chlorine Honitor Problems Causeo by Defective Procedures or Corrosion."

3) DVR 04-C1-87-71 (LER 87 014), " Control Room Vent 1*iation Isolation Caused by
Chlorine Analyzer Spike During Electrical Storm."

4) DVR 04-01-88-001 Supplement Rev. 1 " Control Room HVAC Chlorine Analyzer
inoperable Due to Erratic Readings Caused by Dried Out Probe."

5) DVR 04-01-88-012 (LER 83-005), Control Room Ventilation Isolation Due to
Personnel Error and Cause Nat Determined."

6) DVR 04-Gi-89-003, " Control Room Ventilation foxic Gss Analyzer Inoperable Due
to failure of the Chlorane and Sulfur Oloxide Monitots.

7) DVR 04-01-89-128 (LER 89-026) Supplerr,ent, Rev. 1 " Control Room HVAC lsolation
Due to Dried Out Chlorine Prcbe Caused by Cold, Dry Heather."

8. DVR 04--01-91-144 (LER 91-023), " Control Room HVAC Isolation Due to a Dried Out
Chlorine Analyzer Probt Due to Unknown Cause."

G. C01EEEELfRLUREJ1618:

There is no component failure associated with this event.

1
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